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To achieve good performance of fault feature extraction for a rolling bearing, a new feature extraction method is
presented in this paper based on local maximum synchrosqueezing transform (LMSST) and global fuzzy entropy
(GFuzzyEn). First, targeting the time-varying features of the vibration signals of the rolling bearing, the LMSST
algorithm, which is a newly developed time-frequency method and allows for adaptive mode decomposition, is
used to preprocess the vibration signals into a number of mode components. Then, as a modification of FuzzyEn,
GFuzzyEn is adopted to evaluate the complexity of these mode components. Compared to FuzzyEn, which focuses
mainly on the local characteristics of the short-term physiological time series, the GFuzzyEn emphasizes the global
characteristics of the signal considering that the bearing vibration signals’ global fluctuation may change as the
bearing works under various conditions. Finally, the fault features of the bearing vibration signals are extracted by
combining the LMSST and the GFuzzyEn. The experimental analysis shows that the proposed LMSST-GFuzzyEn
method can extract rich fault-related information from the bearing vibration data and can achieve good classifica-
tion performance for rolling bearing fault diagnosis.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rolling bearing is a very crucial element of rotating ma-
chines in modern industry and plays a vital role in guaranteeing
the steady operation of the whole machine system.1–3 There-
fore, it is of great significance to fulfill a rolling bearing fault
diagnosis for an avoidance of a mechanical failure. The vibra-
tion analysis is one of the most extensively and effectively used
approaches for fault diagnosis of a rolling bearing because rich
information about the bearing’s working condition is hidden in
the vibration signals.4–7

Feature extraction from the vibration signals is a critical step
in the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings, which directly in-
fluences the identification accuracy of different bearing run-
ning states. Focusing on the time-varying features of bear-
ing vibration signals, a number of time-frequency (TF) anal-
ysis (TFA) methods have been proposed to preprocess the vi-
bration signals for fault feature extraction of rolling bearings,
among which the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) algo-
rithm developed by Huang et al.8 has been the one most widely
used in the bearing fault feature extraction field.9–11 However,
there exists a mode mixing problem in EMD and it lacks theo-
retical foundation,12 which limits the application of EMD. An-
other commonly used TF technique is the synchrosqueezing
transform (SST) algorithm. The SST algorithm not only en-
hances the TF resolution but also can achieve precise signal
reconstruction.13, 14 Therefore, the SST method has been suc-
cessfully applied in the bearing fault diagnosis field.15, 16 How-
ever, the TF representation energy obtained from SST smears
seriously when the strongly frequency-modulated (FM) signals
are addressed. In order to deal with this problem, a novel SST
approach called local maximum synchrosqueezing transform
(LMSST) is proposed.17 Compared with the original SST, the
LMSST can produce a more highly concentrated TF represen-

tation. At the same time, the perfect signal reconstruction and
adaptive mode decomposition can be both realized. Consider-
ing these merits, the LMSST method is utilized in this paper
as a pretreatment of extracting fault features from the vibration
signals of rolling bearings.

After the raw vibration signal is decomposed, it is neces-
sary to further process the decomposition mode components
for fault feature extraction. During recent years, in view of
the suitability of analyzing the nonlinear time series, some
entropy-based nonlinear dynamics parameters have been in-
troduced to extract fault information from the bearing vibra-
tion signals, such as appropriate entropy (ApEn),18 sample en-
tropy (SampEn),19–22 and fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn).23–25 The
definition change of the three kinds of entropy is a process
of gradual improvement. The ApEn algorithm proposed by
Pincus26 is designed to measure the complexity of time se-
quence, but its computation is influenced greatly by the data
length and it uniformly has a lower corresponding estimated
value than the expected one.27 SampEn is developed by Rich-
man and Moorman27 to overcome the shortcomings of ApEn,
which can achieve better results than ApEn when evaluating
the signals’ complexity. Nevertheless, in both SampEn and
ApEn, the similarity degree between vectors is defined based
on Heaviside function. However, the Heaviside function has a
rigid and discontinuous boundary while most classes have am-
biguous boundaries in the real applications. In order to address
this problem, Chen et al.28 put forward a new fuzzy entropy
(FuzzyEn) method by replacing the Heaviside function with
the fuzzy function. Because of the continuous boundaries of
the fuzzy function, FuzzyEn exhibits a better statistical stabil-
ity than SampEn and can measure the complexity of the sig-
nals more accurately. However, FuzzyEn only emphasizes the
signals’ local characteristics while ignoring the corresponding
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global fluctuation. To this end, Liu et al.29 presented a new
fuzzy entropy approach, which considers both the local and
the global characteristics of the signal at the same time. Con-
sidering that FuzzyEn focuses mainly on the short-term physi-
ological signals and their local characteristics and was inspired
by the idea of Liu, the global fuzzy entropy (GFuzzyEn) is in-
troduced to evaluate the complexity of the bearing vibration
signals, in which the local mean used in FuzzyEn is replaced
by the global mean in the procedure of vector generalization.
In this paper, GFuzzyEn is employed to process the mode com-
ponents decomposed by LMSST for the accomplishment of the
feature extraction.

In this study, a fault feature extraction approach is proposed
based on LMSST and GFuzzyEn. First, the bearing vibration
signals under different working conditions are decomposed by
LMSST into a series of mode components. The GFuzzyEn
algorithm is then adopted to calculate the GFuzzyEn values of
the LMSST components to complete the bearing fault feature
extraction. Finally, the LMSST-GFuzzyEn features are used
for fault diagnosis of a rolling bearing.

The paper is arranged as follows. The LMSST theory is
briefly presented in Section 2. The introduction of GFuzzyEn
is given in Section 3. In Section 4, the bearing fault feature
extraction approach based on LMSST and GFuzzyEn is pro-
posed. The simulation validation of the LMSST method is
presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents the experimental
validation of the proposed method. Finally, the conclusion is
drawn in Section 7.

2. THE LOCAL MAXIMUM SYNCHRO-
SQUEEZING TRANSFORM METHOD

The LMSST method starts with the framework of short time
Fourier transform (STFT), which is defined by:

G(t, ω) =

+∞∫
−∞

g(u− t)s(u)e−iω(u−t)du; (1)

where the signal s ∈ L2(R), the window g ∈ L2(R) and
s(t) =

∑n
k=1Ak(t)eiϕk(t) is a multi-component signal with

amplitude-modulation and frequency-modulation. The STFT
can effectively extract the instantaneous amplitude (IA) and
instantaneous frequency (IF) by expanding the 1D time-series
signal into the 2D TF plane. To recover the original signal,
inverse STFT can be used as:

+∞∫
−∞

G(t, ω)dω =

+∞∫
−∞

+∞∫
−∞

g(u− t)s(u)e−iω(u−t)du dω =

2π

+∞∫
−∞

g(u− t)s(u)δ(u− t)du = 2πg(0)s(t). (2)

Then, the original signal s(t) can be reconstructed by:

s(t) =
(
2πg(0)

)−1

+∞∫
−∞

G(t, ω)dω. (3)

If each mode of signal occupies distinct area in the TF do-
main, they will be well separated in the TF plane. Then, each

mode can be recovered through integrating the TF coefficients
around the IF in frequency direction:

sk(t) =
(
2πg(0)

)−1
∫

|ω−ϕ′
k(t)|≤∆

∫
G(t, ω)dω. (4)

However, the STFT is limited in that the TF energy of its spec-
trogram smears seriously, and the smearing will result in low
resolution. In order to present the TF features more accurately,
the reassignment method (RM) is developed to improve the
readability of TF representation, which is defined as:

RM(ν, η) =

+∞∫
−∞

|G(t, ω)|δ(ν, ω̂(t, ω))δ(η − (t, ω))dt dω;

(5)
where δ is the Dirac distribution, and ω̂(t, ω), t̂(t, ω) are the
reassignment operators, which can be respectively computed
as:

ω̂(t, ω) = ω − Im

(
Gg′

(t, ω)

G(t, ω)

)
; (6)

t̂(t, ω) = t+Re

(
Gtg(t, ω)

G(t, ω)

)
. (7)

From the perspective of geometry, the STFT spectrogram
|G(t, ω)| is reassigned by the RM from the point (t, ω) to the
newly computed TF position (t̂(t, ω), ω̂(t, ω)). The RM is able
to reassign all spectrogram energy into the IF trajectory30 and
thus can realize the ideal TF location. However, the RM al-
gorithm employs the amplitude spectrum while neglecting the
phase information, so it is unable to reconstruct the time-series
signals.31

To deal with the drawback in the RM method for recovering
the original signal, the SST method is introduced, which can
be expressed as:

SST (t, η) =

+∞∫
−∞

G(t, ω)δ(η − ω0(t, ω))dω. (8)

Compared with RM, which reassigns the TF spectrogram
|G(t, ω)| along frequency and time directions, SST reassigns
the TF coefficients G(t, ω) along the frequency direction.
Therefore, the signal can be recovered by:

sk(t) =
(
2πg(0)

)−1
∫

|ω−ϕ′
k(t)|≤ds

SST (t, ω)dω; (9)

where ds represents the reconstruction bandwidth.
From the aforementioned analysis, we know that the RM

method can achieve high resolution in the TF plane while the
SST method can realize the full reconstruction of the original
signal. In order to have these two advantages simultaneously,
the LMSST method is put forward by reassigning all of the
smeared TF coefficients into the IF trajectories along the fre-
quency direction, in which a new frequency-reassignment op-
erator is defined as:

ωm(t, ω) =


argmax

ω
|G(t, ω)|, ω ∈ [ω −∆, ω + ∆],

if |G(t, ω)| 6= 0;

0, if |G(t, ω)| = 0;
(10)
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where:

|G(t, ω)| =
n∑

k=1

Ak(t)ĝ
(
ω − ϕ′k(t)

)
. (11)

Since the Fourier transform of the window function has its
maximum value at zero, i.e., ĝ(ω) < ĝ(0), the reassignment
operator can be denoted as:

ωm(t, ω) =

{
ϕ′k(t), if ω ∈ [ϕ′k(t)−∆, ϕ′k(t) + ∆)];

0, otherwise.
(12)

In order to obtain the signal reconstruction ability, the TF coef-
ficients should be reassigned in the frequency direction. Thus,
the LMSST method is defined as:

LMSST (t, η) =

+∞∫
−∞

G(t, ω)δ
(
η − ωm(t, ω)

)
dω. (13)

Then the original signal can be reconstructed by:

s(t) =
(
2πg(0)

)−1

+∞∫
−∞

LMSST (t, ω)dω; (14)

and each mode component can be obtained from the TF coef-
ficients only in the IF trajectories of LMSST, which is defined
as:

sk(t) =
(
2πg(0)

)−1
LMSST

(
t, ϕ′k(t)

)
dω. (15)

In contrast with RM and SST, the LMSST method has
a more highly concentrated TF representation. Meanwhile,
LMSST can achieve a perfect signal reconstruction and mono-
component mode decomposition. The detailed description
about the LMSST algorithm can be found in Yu et al.17

3. THE GLOBAL FUZZY ENTROPY

3.1. Fuzzy Entropy
The calculation procedures of FuzzyEn are listed as fol-

lows:28

1. For a time sequence with N data point {u(i) : 1 ≤ i ≤
N}, compose the m-dimensional vectors Xm

i as:

Xm
i =

{
u(i), u(i+ 1), . . . , u(i+m− 1)

}
− u0(i)

1 ≤ i ≤ N −m+ 1; (16)

where Xm
i represents a new time sequence, and u0(i) is

defined as:

u0(i) = m−1
m−1∑
j=0

u(i+ j). (17)

2. The definition of distance between sequences of Xm
i and

Xm
j is expressed as:

dmij = d[Xm
i ,X

m
j ] =

max
k∈[0,m−1]

∣∣(u(i+ k)− u0(i)
)
−
(
u(j + k)− u0(j)

)∣∣.
(18)

3. The computation of similarity degree Dm
ij can be per-

formed with a fuzzy function:

Dm
ij = µ(dmij , r). (19)

4. Define ϕm
i (r) as:

ϕm
i (r) = (N −m− 1)−1

N−m∑
j=1,j 6=i

Dm
ij . (20)

5. Denote the function ϕm(r)

ϕm(r) = (N −m)−1
N−m∑
i=1

ϕm
i (r). (21)

6. Similarly, the ϕm+1(r) can be achieved by repetition of
the above steps:

ϕm+1(r) = (N −m)−1
N−m∑
i=1

ϕm+1
i (r). (22)

7. Then the FuzzyEn of the time sequence is defined as:

FuzzyEn(m, r) = lim
N→∞

[
lnϕm(r)− lnϕm+1(r)

]
.

(23)

8. Finally, for a finite N , calculate FuzzyEn by:

FuzzyEn(m, r,N) = lnϕm(r)− lnϕm+1(r). (24)

The fuzzy function used in Eq. (7) was defined as:

µ(d, r, n) = e−( d
r )

n

. (25)

3.2. Global Fuzzy Entropy
The implementation of the subtraction of the average of the

original signal segment in FuzzyEn leads to neglecting the sig-
nal’s global fluctuation. Moreover, FuzzyEn is originally de-
veloped for the complexity assessment of the short-term phys-
iological time series. On the other hand, the global character-
istics of the bearing vibration signals may change with bearing
conditions varying. Therefore, FuzzyEn might exhibit limi-
tations when assessing the complexity of the bearing vibra-
tion signals. Based on the aforementioned consideration, the
GFuzzyEn is employed to process the decomposition com-
ponents after the raw bearing vibration signals are decom-
posed by the LMSST in this study. The main difference be-
tween GFuzzyEn and FuzzyEn is the construction of the m-
dimensional vectors,28 which is defined in GFuzzyEn as:

Xm
i =

{
u(i), u(i+ 1), . . . , u(i+m− 1)

}
− u0(i),

1 ≤ i ≤ N −m+ 1; (26)

where u0(i) is the mean of the whole time series:

u0(i) = N−1
N−1∑
i=0

u(i). (27)
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3.3. Parameter Selection
Before computing GFuzzyEn, there are four parameters that

need to be selected, i.e., m, r, N , and n. The embedding di-
mension m determines the detailed reconstruction of the dy-
namic process. Information loss will occur and a very large
N (10m − 30m) is required if a large m is chosen. Generally,
m = 2 is given. N is set to 4096 in this paper because the en-
tropy values’ calculation is influenced less by the data length.
The parameters r and n determine the width and gradient of
the fuzzy function boundary, respectively. According to the
previous studies,23, 24, 28 r is chosen on the basis of standard
deviation (SD) and n should be given small integers. In this
study, r = 0.2SD is assigned and n is set to 2.

4. THE PROPOSED BEARING FAULT
FEATURE EXTRACTION APPROACH

By combining the advantages of LMSST and GFuzzyEn, a
new rolling bearing fault feature extraction method is put for-
ward as follows.

1. Acquire the vibration data of a rolling bearing under dif-
ferent running states using an accelerometer.

2. The LMSST method is used to decompose the collected
vibration signals of the rolling bearing and a number of
modes are obtained. The first few modes containing abun-
dant condition-related information are used for research.

3. The GFuzzyEn of the selected mode components is calcu-
lated, and the obtained entropy values are treated as bear-
ing fault features of the reflecting various working condi-
tions.

4. Finally, in order to further validate the performance of
the proposed feature extraction method, the LMSST-
GFuzzyEn features are employed to distinguish different
bearing fault patterns and severities.

5. SIMULATION VALIDATION

In this section, the decomposition effectiveness of LMSST
is validated by the simulated bearing fault signal under strong
noise background. The simulated fault signal includes a natu-
ral frequency of 3000 Hz and the characteristic fault frequency
is 100 Hz. A white Gaussian noise is added to the signal and
the signal-to-noise ratio is 3, as shown in Fig. 1.

The bearing fault simulation signal is processed by the
LMSST method. The first decomposition mode and the cor-
responding envelope spectrum are presented in Fig. 2, from
which shows the decomposed component exhibit some obvi-
ous impacts and the envelope spectrum can clearly detect the
characteristic fault frequency 100 Hz and its multiples of 2
and 3. The simulation analysis demonstrates that the LMSST
method can extract the main fault information buried in the
bearing vibration signal.

6. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

6.1. Experimental Data
All the vibration data used for analysis in this study comes

from the bearing data center of Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity.32 The specific details about the experimental arrangement

Figure 1. The bearing fault simulation signal (upper) and the signal with added
noise (lower).

Figure 2. The decomposed component by LMSST (upper) and the envelope
spectrum (lower).

can be found in the previous research.18, 20 The vibration sig-
nals under the speed of 1797 r/min with 0 horsepower load are
analyzed for the experimental verification of the proposed ap-
proach. The description of the data in detail is illustrated in
Table 1.

6.2. Results and Discussions
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the fault

feature extraction approach based on LMSST and GFuzzyEn
is applied to the experimental bearing vibration data. For the
seven bearing states, there are totally 203 data samples with 29
samples under each condition. Each data sample is obtained

Table 1. The detail of experimental data.

Bearing Fault size Number of Label of
state (mm) data samples classification

Normal 0 29 1
IRF1 0.1778 29 2
IRF2 0.5334 29 3
ORF1 0.1778 29 4
ORF2 0.5334 29 5
BF1 0.1778 29 6
BF2 0.7112 29 7
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Figure 3. Vibration signals of seven bearing conditions.

Figure 4. GFuzzyEn of the six components under seven bearing states.

by truncation of a 4096-point segment with no overlapping be-
tween any two segments.

The typical bearing vibration signals’ waveforms under
seven different running states are plotted in Fig. 3, from which
we can see that the vibration signals of different conditions
present different traits. In order to extract the fault features
from these vibration signals more effectively, further process
is needed on the raw vibration data. Considering the time-
varying characteristics of bearing vibration signals, in this
study, LMSST and GFuzzyEn are combined to accomplish the
bearing fault feature extraction from the vibration data due to
their suitability of processing time-varying and nonlinear sig-
nals. The LMSST is first used to decompose the raw vibration
signals into a group of modes. Then, the GFuzzyEn is applied
to the obtained components. The six modes decomposed by
LMSST are utilized for the calculation of GFuzzyEn.

Subsequently, the LMSST-GFuzzyEn features of the 203
data samples under seven bearing states can be obtained and
a typical one is given in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, it can be seen that
the GFuzzyEn values of vibration signals of different condi-

Figure 5. The first two LMSST-GFuzzyEn features.

Figure 6. The first two LMSST-FuzzyEn features.

tions are different from each other over a variety of modes. Es-
pecially, the entropy values of the first two components exhibit
apparent distinction. This is because the signals’ complexity
of different bearing states is different and thus the correspond-
ing entropy value presents difference over various modes. To
show the effectiveness of the LMSST-GFuzzyEn for bearing
fault feature extraction, the visualizations of the first two fea-
tures are illustrated in Fig. 5, from which we can see that the
data samples of the same bearing condition show good clus-
tering results and the samples of different categories separate
from each other.

For comparison purpose, the EMD method and the empiri-
cal wavelet transform (EWT) method33 are also utilized to de-
compose the bearing vibration signals. Correspondingly, the
LMSST-FuzzyEn, EMD-GFuzzyEn and EWT-GFuzzyEn fea-
tures are computed and the first two features of them are pre-
sented in Figs. 6–8, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that
there is a slight overlapping between the data samples of BF1
and BF2 states. From Fig. 7, it can be observed that the over-
lapping phenomenon also exists and the data samples of IRF1
and BF1 demonstrate obvious overlapping. From Fig. 8, we
can see that there is clear overlapping between the data sam-
ples of IFR1 and IRF2, and the data samples of ORF2 and BF1.
This comparison shows that LMSST-GFuzzyEn can achieve
the best clustering performance and implies that the LMSST-
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Figure 7. The first two EMD-GFuzzyEn features.

Figure 8. The first two EWT-GFuzzyEn features.

GFuzzyEn features can extract more condition-reflecting in-
formation from the bearing vibration signals than those of
LMSST-FuzzyEn, EMD-GFuzzyEn and EWT-GFuzzyEn.

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed feature
extraction approach, the multi-class SVM classifier is adopted
for classification, which is implemented by LIBSVM34 and ra-
dial basis function (RBF) kernel is selected owing to its mer-
its.35 The optimal selection of kernel parameter and penalty
parameter in RBF-SVM is fulfilled using the five-fold cross-
validation and grid search method. As previously mentioned,
there are 203 data samples in total for seven bearing condi-
tions. Among them, 14 samples of each class, a total of 98
samples are randomly chosen to train the SVM model and the
remaining 105 samples are tested by the trained classifier. Sim-
ilarly, to compare the classification performance of LMSST-
GFuzzyEn with those of LMSST-FuzzyEn ,EMD-GFuzzyEn
and EWT-GFuzzyEn, the latter three kinds of features are also
used to train and test the SVM classifier. The classification re-
sults are shown in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the LMSST-
GFuzzyEn based method achieves the highest classification ac-
curacy on both the training data set and the testing data set,
which indicates that it has a better classification capability than
the methods based on LMSST-FuzzyEn, EMD-GFuzzyEn and
EWT-GFuzzyEn. This result is in accordance with the cluster-
ing performance of the three types of features analyzed above,

Table 2. Classification accuracy comparison based on different feature extrac-
tion methods.

Number Number Number of Training

of of misclassified accuracies /
Method training testing training / testing

samples samples testing accuracies
samples (%)

LMSST + GFuzzyEn 98 105 0 / 0 100 / 100
LMSST + FuzzyEn 98 105 0 / 2 100 / 98.10
EMD + GFuzzyEn 98 105 6 / 4 93.88 / 96.19
EWT + GFuzzyEn 98 105 6 / 10 93.88 / 90.48

which further confirms the effectiveness and superiority of the
LMSST-GFuzzyEn features in the rolling bearing fault diag-
nosis.

For the purpose of further comparison, the influence of the
number of the features input into the SVM classifier on recog-
nition results is investigated. The classification results are pre-
sented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Figure 9 shows the identification
rate of the training samples, from which it can be seen that the
accuracy of the LMSST-GFuzzyEn method is not lower than
those of the other three methods over all of the numbers of
used features. The best training accuracy based on LMSST-
GFuzzyEn can achieve 100% when the number of features is
larger than 2. Figure 10 describes the recognition rate of the
testing samples. From Fig. 10, it can be observed that over
all of the feature numbers, the recognition accuracy based on
the LMSST-GFuzzyEn method is higher than those based on
the other three methods. The highest testing accuracy of the
LMSST-GFuzzyEn method is 100% when the number of fea-
tures used for classification is 2. This comparison further vali-
dates the effectiveness of the proposed LMSST-GFuzzyEn ap-
proach for the rolling bearing fault feature extraction.

From all the above analysis, it can be concluded that
compared with LMSST-FuzzyEn, EMD-GFuzzyEn and EWT-
GFuzzyEn, the proposed LMSST-GFuzzyEn exhibits the best
fault feature extraction ability and can achieve the best classi-
fication performance for fault diagnosis of rolling bearings.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a rolling bearing fault feature extraction ap-
proach was put forward based on LMSST and GFuzzyEn. The
LMSST algorithm was utilized to decompose the time-varying
bearing vibration signals into a group of mode components.
GFuzzyEn was employed to assess the complexity of the first
several modes considering that the bearing vibration signals’
global characteristics may change with working conditions of
the rolling bearing varying. The experimental results show
that the LMSST-GFuzzyEn features exhibit good clustering
performance. Furthermore, in order to verify the effective-
ness of the proposed LMSST-GFuzzyEn method for classifi-
cation, the SVM multi-class classifier was adopted. As a con-
trast, the features of LMSST-FuzzyEn, EMD-GFuzzyEn and
EWT-GFuzzyEn were also used to analyze the bearing vibra-
tion signals, respectively. The experimental analysis demon-
strates that LMSST-GFuzzyEn showed a better bearing fault
feature extraction capability than the other three kinds of
features and obtained the best identification performance for
a rolling bearing fault diagnosis. Compared with LMSST-
FuzzyEn, the performance of LMSST-GFuzzyEn indicated
that the GFuzzyEn could extract more fault information from
the bearing vibration signals than FuzzyEn. The compari-
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Figure 9. Recognition rate comparison of different feature extraction ap-
proaches with different number of features (training samples).

Figure 10. Recognition rate comparison of different feature extraction ap-
proaches with different number of features (testing samples).

son between LMSST-GFuzzyEn, EMD-GFuzzyEn and EWT-
GFuzzyEn showed that LMSST may exhibit a better decompo-
sition effect than EMD and EWT when dealing with the vibra-
tion signal of a rolling bearing. All the analyses manifest that
LMSST-GFuzzyEn has its advantages and considerable poten-
tial in the rolling bearing fault diagnosis.
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